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By Ariel Blumenthal

Petitioning Laser-
Guided Prayer
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Tikkun Global

Connect with us at tikkunglobal.org

Please join us in these prayer directions and others as you
are led by God's Spirit!

A huge Israeli Army has gathered around the Gaza Strip for a
major ground invasion. We've been here before. This is not the
first time something like this has happened. 

What Hamas accomplished in their surprise attack is new, but
the goal of us going in to clean up house in Gaza --- is not new;
and we really need to pray. Many of our friends, husbands and
children have been called up to active duty in the Israeli army.
It's not going to be so easy to move through a densely populated
area of 2 million people (Gaza), some of whom hate you and
want to kill you, some of whom are not really sure, and all of
whom are living in total fear and confusion.

One of our biggest prayers is for the government and leaders,
the cabinet, the prime minister, and the generals. They have to
make huge decisions every day. We pray that the council of
heaven, the council of Yeshua will stand in their midst and that
they will have courage and wisdom to triumph over this evil.

As casualties mount in Gaza you'll be hearing a lot about
“proportionality” and the numbers game. It's amazing how
Hamas can be both the perpetrator and play the victim at the
same time. This is what we have to deal with. 

We have a heart for the Arab people. We love them. We're not
in favor of seeing innocent people die. But among the residents
of Gaza, you have maybe 30,000 Hamas jihadi terrorists
yearning to die as they kill Jews and Christians and then go to
their pornographic heaven. It's sick. It's demonic. And it must be
stopped.

Therefore another big prayer is that God will use this situation
to deal a mortal blow to this huge snake, to this stronghold called
Islam --- and release millions of Arabs from its grip to be able to
hear of the true God and the gospel. We pray for all of our Arab
Christian evangelistic friends to succeed wildly during this time.

The first praise meeting in the Bible was the spontaneous
response of the children of Israel at the Red Sea. They saw the
drowning of Pharaoh's chariots under the waters as an act of
war. God intervened and fought against Israel’s enemies.  

“YHVH, a man of war, YHVH is His name!” (Exodus 15:3)

Praise acclaims victory, including victory in war, deliverance
from evil enemies.  

Many Christians don’t have a place in their minds for
connecting God and war. But God is sovereign over all,
including times of war. That is His very name: the LORD of
Armies (YHVH Ts'vaot). Ts'vaot literally means armies although
it is often translated "hosts." When facing Goliath, David said:

“I come to you in the name of YHVH of Armies, the God of the
battles of Israel.” (I Samuel 17:45)

Many of the Psalms have to do with God’s intervention in times
of battle. Yeshua appeared to Joshua (5:13) as commander of
the Armies of YHVH, and so He appears as well at the Second
Coming (Revelation 19:11).

Both police and army are supposed to function as servants of
God (Romans 13:1-7). Police defend against internal criminals.
Armies defend against external enemies. Both serve to preserve
justice and security.

The most important factor in war is not the size of the army or
its arsenal. The key to victory is being correctly submitted to
God, both spiritually and morally.

By Asher Intrater

God
of War?!
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By Hannah Tekle

“The LORD of HOSTS 
is with us!”
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“God is our refuge and strength, a very present help in trouble.
Therefore we will not fear though the earth gives way, though
the mountains be moved into the heart of the sea, though its
waters roar and foam, though the mountains tremble at its
swelling. Selah” (Psalm 46:1-3)

It's hard to describe the past few weeks. It all feels like a dream –
a very bad dream. Saturday morning we were getting ready to
hold our “Simchat Torah” service, when all hell broke loose.
Hamas terrorists infiltrated our country on the southern border
with Gaza. They began a string of deadly attacks on innocent
Israeli citizens in their homes – mass shootings in the streets,
invading kibbutzim and towns on the border of the Gaza Strip,
decimating families in their own homes and taking civilians
hostage. At the same time, a barrage of thousands of rockets was
fired from Gaza on settlements near Gaza, Beersheba, Jerusalem
and as far north as Tel Aviv. We found out later that the whole
thing was a complex terror operation that Hamas secretly
planned and practiced for almost a whole year.

The first week following the onset of the war was a blur of daily
morning prayer meetings followed by afternoons and evenings
filled with phone calls and shopping trips to prioritize needs and
then gather and purchase the goods to meet those needs. Our
humanitarian aid center quickly transformed into a control
center for collecting sorting and sending out supplies to soldiers,
mostly here in the North, as we learned what the needs were.
We have been privileged so far to provide undergarments,
hygienic products, dry food, mattresses, jackets and even warm
Friday night meals for hundreds of soldiers.

“There is a river whose streams make glad the city of God, the
holy habitation of the Most High. God is in the midst of her; she
shall not be moved; God will help her when morning dawns. The
nations rage, the kingdoms totter; he utters his voice, the earth
melts. The LORD of HOSTS is with us; the God of Jacob is our
fortress. Selah” (Psalm 46:4-7)

As the war has progressed, the names of dead civilians and
soldiers, missing and kidnapped men, women, children, babies
and elderly have grown to form a heartbreakingly long list. Over
1,300 are dead and murdered, including more than 300 fallen
soldiers. Approximately 200 have been kidnapped and are being
held captive. The numbers are hard to fathom and the personal
and national grief is monumental. 

A mind-boggling 300,000+ reserve soldiers have been called up
to increase the manpower of Israel’s regular standing army. This
means that basically every Israeli has a loved one sacrificing their
safety to restore security to our borders – EVERYONE. 

Just as the nation is fighting and mourning together, we are also
rallying together in a way that is equally unprecedented. The
feeling of national unification is remarkable. Life is anything but
normal, but everyone is eager to contribute in any way possible.
It’s a beautiful thing.

The severe divisions in the country over the last 8 months
certainly didn't contribute to our being ready for the kind of
attack that Hamas planned against us. As Yeshua said, a house
divided against itself cannot stand. Fortunately, our leaders have
come together to form an emergency, unity government. We
offer up heartfelt prayer for our leaders according to 1 Tim 2:1-5,
and also pray that all the suffering and anguish will serve a higher
purpose to bring the truth of Yeshua to all.

Continued on page 6 
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In October 2011, ONE Israeli hostage soldier was released by
Hamas in exchange for 1,027 Hamas prisoners. The current
head of Hamas was among those prisoners; he was cured of
cancer by Israel while a prisoner. Yet he organized this
massacre.

Thank you for your prayers. 

It is with a heavy heart that I write to you. You have seen the
headlines, the pictures, the numbers of dead, injured and taken
captive; and it is not yet over.

It was a holocaust of demonic proportions. The enemy used
Hamas, a terrorist organization funded by Iran, to slaughter
soldiers and civilians in their beds. I am unable put into words
what was done to women and to children. The brutality is
unfathomable and the atrocities unspeakable.

We are on alert, every fiber prepared for war; waiting for
something that has not yet happened – with our entire being
reacting as if it has. Families wait for news about those taken or
still missing. They wait for a text message or a few words from
loved ones serving in the military. Multitudes are already
burying and mourning the dead. There are Israeli refugees from
infiltrated communities, burned out homes and towns still under
attack from rockets.

Meanwhile forces search for terrorists, and for more dead and
missing. We stay close to bomb shelters as the enemy continues
to fire rockets into Israel.

In 2005 Israel removed itself from the quagmire of patrolling
Gaza – thus giving the people there the opportunity to come
under complete self-rule. However, since then we have been in a
never-ending cycle of their rocket fire. 

Israeli children from the time they enter kindergarten are taught
to long for peace, whereas the children of Gaza grow up brain-
washed to kill Jews. 

We ask that you keep the families of our congregation and the
whole believing and non-believing community in your prayers.
Many fathers, brothers and sisters are serving in the military.
Already at least two soldiers from the believing congregations,
have given their lives in defense of Israel.

The war is being fought on two fronts, South and North.
Hezbollah in Lebanon, has the ability to target specific locations
with their rockets. They have promised that the northern border
will be hit 100 times harder than the south. For this reason, the
eyes of the IDF are on both borders.

The humanitarian aid efforts of our congregation, Harvest of
Asher, are focused on needs in the far North. We are receiving
non-stop requests.

We were asked by the regional council of the Western Galilee to
help provide medical supply kits to treat the wounded. We are
grateful that the funding has been received and that we are able
to help prepare border communities in this way. 

Social workers from Akko told us there are many elderly, sick
and poor families and single persons with insufficient food and
basic supplies. The government has stated that we can expect a
loss of utilities, water and electricity for a week. So there is a
need to purchase and store these items for distribution. I must
note that already we are experiencing shortages in the grocery
stores. The soup kitchen located in the center of the city also
needs to be equipped to prepare meals for a greater number of
people than normal. 

We need finances to help with the requests for humanitarian
aid. We need wisdom to know how the Lord would have us
proceed.

By Guy Cohen

War
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You feel especially aware of your true dependence on the
Creator at births and at funerals. Alina, a daughter of Misha and
Olya in our congregation has become one of the fallen of the
Israel Defense Forces. She was a true heroine! Like King David,
she defended her fellow soldiers. Then she fell. In the Hebrew
prayer, it is sung “Menukha nakhona al kanfei Shekhina.” May
she rest in peace on the wings of the Shekhina presence of God
and look forward to Glory! Please pray for her family and
thousands of others around the nation as they mourn their lost
ones. Our faith, confidence and security is truly in the Heavenly
Father. 

We have been receiving all sorts of requests for wartime
supplies from people on the borders and in Judea and Samaria.
The needs vary from base to base and soldier to soldier. We try
our best to fill in the gaps. Although food and basic necessities
are provided, many soldiers are lacking in tactical gear,
especially bulletproof vests. If you are interested in supporting
the soldiers, you can do so through the link below.

Even in the midst of war we would like to report regarding
recent events in our Congregation. Over the summer a group of
young adults revived the “Eagle Project” of discipleship held in
Norway in partnership with Norwegian believers. 

By Leon Mazin

Wartime News
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not grow up with a basic understanding of their biblical identity
as descendants of Jacob. At the events, our congregational
minister Michael shared with them the background of these
God-given convocations and their meaning for the Israeli people
today. 

During the Feast of Tabernacles, we invited Holocaust survivors
and held an a special gathering for them. We call them “Golden
Age People.” We were very happy to meet them, since every
year there are fewer remaining Holocaust survivors, and not so
many of them are still alive. So, we tried to bring them joy and
support them with some small things. They sang songs, recited
poems, and just talked with each other. Our ministry team
prepared food for them. 

Our new daughter-congregation, “Or Hai” (Light of Life) is
preparing to begin holding their own services soon. To mark this
new endeavor, the leader and his assistant, Dima and Mark,
were recently anointed for the ministry.

O God, do not remain silent;
do not turn a deaf ear,
do not stand aloof, O God.
See how Your enemies growl,
how Your foes rear their heads.
With cunning they conspire against Your people;
they plot against those You preserve.
“Come,” they say, “let us destroy them as a nation,
so that Israel’s name is remembered no more.”
With one mind they plot together;
they form an alliance against You...
They say, “Let us take possession of the meadows
of God for ourselves.”...
Cover their faces with shame, Lord,
so that they will seek YOUR name.

(Psalm 83)
In early autumn, by God’s grace and thanks to your support and
prayers, we held events for new immigrants celebrating the
Feast  of  Trumpets  and  Sukkot. Most of these immigrants did

http://www.harvestofasher.org/
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Continued from page 3

Thank you for stepping up in prayer, care, and support during
these difficult times: 

In parallel, we carry on with the growing war relief efforts. For
now the focus is on answering the needs of several military units
that were brought to our attention. Tents of Mercy’s distribution
center is now serving a dual purpose – clothing and food aid that
we regularly give out to needy citizens, and now a “war room” for
receiving and channeling goods to IDF units. We are also
mobilizing to assist displaced civilians from the South with
housing and supplies. May God’s grace be poured out.

“Come, behold the works of the Lord, how he has brought
desolations on the earth. He makes WARS cease to the end of
the earth; he breaks the bow and shatters the spear; he burns the
chariots with fire. ‘Be still, and know that I am God. I will be
exalted among the nations, I will be exalted in the earth!’ The
LORD of HOSTS is with us; the God of Jacob is our fortress.
Selah” (Psalm 46)

10. Pray for the international body of Messiah to rise up, to speak
out, to identify evil for what it is, and to show support to Israel
and their own local Jewish communities. 

1. Pray for soldiers, commanders, and first responders…for
bravery, protection, and success in their mission. 
2. Pray for peace even in the midst of the storm: for parents,
children and communities. 
3. Pray for our leaders to be humble and strong, guided by the
fear of God.
4. Pray for protection, and successful outreach for the believers
assisting IDF units in the north and south.
5. Pray for strong voices to be raised up against anti-Semitic lies
and false propaganda.
6. Pray for divine protection and strategy for units going into
Gaza, some of whom are family and friends. 
7. Pray for Salvation in our nation – that in their desperation
people will turn toward God.
8. Pray for the hearts of children who have been forced to
witness trauma and tragedy, that Yeshua may console and
strengthen them. 
9. Pray for wisdom for parents. 

By Eitan Shishkoff

In this psalm, David reveals how NOT to be shaken. As he freely
relates in so many psalms, Israel’s worshiping warrior king often
faced inner crises. “In my distress I called on the LORD (18:6)…

On my desk is a scripture card I look at a lot. It simply declares,
“I will not be shaken.” These words come from Psalm 16:8. 

“I have set the LORD continually before me; because He is
at my right hand I will not be shaken.”

The nature of life, even without war, is fragile. When war is
close, as it is now in Israel, it shakes you up. At 75, I’m far from
any direct combat. Yet our country is so small, and the enemies
on all sides so close, that no one is removed. The battlefield
includes everyone’s mind and emotions whether they are in
uniform or not. I am learning to declare “I will not be shaken.” In these days

of war, and in the tumultuous end-times before us, I believe this
statement will be indispensable to you as well. When followed
by “because He is at my right hand,” it becomes the rallying cry
our souls must hear.

The LORD has heard the voice of my weeping (6:8)… He
brought me up out of a horrible pit, out of miry clay, and set my
feet upon a rock (40:2).”

In fact, the more I review these transparently personal prayers,
the more it’s obvious that Israel’s heroic leader wrestled with
conflicting, destabilizing emotions while facing Israel’s enemies.
His remedy? Remembering that God is ever near, at our right
hand. He determined to “set the LORD always in front of me,”
as the Hebrew indicates --“facing Him.”

I Will Not Be Shaken

http://www.tentsofmercy.org/


By Gil Afriat

A Pleasant Surprise
for a Change
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Just before we made it to the paratroopers’ base in the Upper
Galilee, a beautiful red sunset flamed over the mountains. Then we
were welcomed by all the soldiers. The army contact with whom we
had coordinated the delivery thought the platoon would be away
training. So we were surprised to find them there. 

I was traveling in the US with my family when Hamas attacked
Israel, and, it took us several days to make it home. Miraculously, we
got onto an El-Al flight and were honored to fly with almost one
hundred young Israeli reservists returning to fight: most of them
would go straight to their bases from the airport. These are the
same scenes my parents told me about during the 1973 Yom
Kippur war.

Supporting Soldiers and Civilians on the Homefront

Once home, we realized how much better it felt to be here during
this crisis – something which must sound strange. It was difficult
being in the US where life was continuing as normal while a
horrific massacre and war were happening at home. Here we
discovered amazing solidarity and unity among the people like I
never felt before. Everyone is doing what they can to support the
soldiers on the front and the displaced families. The blood banks
are full. Southern IDF units have been overwhelmed with care
packages.

A Call for Help

At the same time, we have been hearing of needs and shortages in
army units called to the northern border, especially in reserve
combat units. We made a call to our supporters abroad that we
want to prepare 400 care packages for combat units. Thanks to
the warm and generous response, we have already been able to put
together 200 boxes with the help of volunteers at Tiferet Yeshua.
After everything was packed up, several young adult volunteers and
I caravanned in our cars to the border with Lebanon planning on
connecting with a paratrooper platoon stationed there that would
be grateful for supplies.  

A Welcome Near the Lebanon Border

When we began unloading the packages, suddenly I heard a
booming voice call out, “Gil Afriat, is that you?” I turned around
and saw a dear face I know well; Yehuda Bachana, a leader from
Netivya congregation in Jerusalem was part of the paratrooper unit!
After unloading the packages, the soldiers offered us coffee. We had
wonderful conversations with the soldiers, many of whom wanted
to talk to us about our faith. 

When one soldier heard that I serve at a Messianic Jewish
congregation and work part time as an engineer at Intel, he told me
excitedly, “Hey, I work at Intel too!” It turns out we work in the
same group, just in different cities. At that point, he yelled out to
one of his friends, “Hey, get over here!” The friend is a new
engineer I recognize who recently joined my group. “When this
is over,” he said, “let's have lunch in the cafeteria together.”

We stayed for a long time talking with the soldiers. I was in awe at
the grace on our visit. Another soldier who lives in Tel Aviv told
me, “When this war is over, I'm coming to visit you all.” We were
invited to stay for dinner, but it was late and we still had a long drive
back, first descending the small winding Galilee roads in the dark.
So, we decided it would be best to be on our way. 

God surprised us in many ways. We are honored to be able to serve
these amazing soldiers who are giving their all to protect Israel.
Yehuda later told me that the soldiers love the things we put into
the care packages (protein bars, energy bars, caffeine gel packs,
among other items) which are perfect for long strenuous training
and days-on-end of combat. We told them we want to prepare
another 200 packages for them, and I asked for an update about
what they need. 

Please help us continue to bless and shine God’s love to these dear
soldiers that He connected us with! 

http://www.tiferetyeshua.org/


In the midst of all the pain, fear, and anxiety, it is time to stand
firm on our Rock, Yeshua. Despite challenges, we see how the
entire community is coming together for the sake of our soldiers,
the evacuated civilians, and survivors of the attack. Many
initiatives within the body at large are joining together. These
include visiting believing and non-believing soldiers on their
preparation bases, helping shine the glory of the Lord. In
addition to believers providing for practical needs, we are also
seeing many prayer and encouragement initiatives. This unity
points to the Rock upon which our house is built, the spiritual
dwelling of God.

During difficult times when we feel pressure from different
directions, it is precisely then that the foundation which we lean
on is revealed. These days, here in Israel, we are experiencing
this reality. 

founded on the rock.” 

“Everyone then who hears 
these words of mine and does them 
will be like a wise man who 
built his house on the rock. 
The rain fell, and the floods came, 
The winds blew and beat on that house, 
but it did not fall, because it had been 

By Revive Israel Team
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On the Rock

Revive Israel Discipleship Community 

Connect with us at reviveisrael.org 

We invite you to continue to stand with us in prayer:

* Pray for the salvation of many hearts. God wants to save the
people of Israel, the people of Gaza and everyone. “Who desires
all people to be saved and to come to the knowledge of the
truth.” (1 Timothy 2:4)
 

* Pray for comfort for the families of the kidnapped, injured, and
killed. “Blessed be… the Father of mercies and God of all
comfort, who comforts us in all our affliction, so that we may be
able to comfort those who are in any affliction, with the comfort
with which we ourselves are comforted by God.” (2 Corinthians
1:3-4) 
 

* Pray for the protection of IDF soldiers and innocent civilians
in Israel and Gaza. “The angel of the Lord encamps around
those who fear him, and delivers them.” (Psalm 34:7)
 

* Pray for the victory of God's kingdom. “Yours, O Lord, is the
greatness and the power and the glory and the victory and the
majesty, for all that is in the heavens and in the earth is yours.”
(1 Chronicles 29:11)
 

May we all stand on the Rock of our Salvation!
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He is Our Rock! Hallelujah! We want to thank you for all your
prayers, warm messages, and financial contributions during
these challenging times! We are truly grateful for your
unwavering support.

(Matthew 7:24-25)

http://www.reviveisrael.org/
http://www.reviveisrael.org/

